
 
 
 

In the Pinewood Derby, cub scouts take part in all stages of designing, building and racing a car.  The 
goal is for scouts to take on a large project, build skills, learn good sportsmanship, and have fun. 

 
It is not in the spirit of the Pinewood Derby for Akela to make a car with little or no scout 

participation, or to reuse a previous year's car. 

Safety 
 Wear appropriate safety equipment (safety glasses, gloves etc). 
 Keep body and hands out of the ‘line-of-fire’ to avoid injury. 
 Adult supervision is recommended at all times, and especially when using sharp or power tools. 
 Allow plenty of time for building.  Risk of injury is higher when the scout is rushed or tired. 

Materials and Preparation 
 The official Boy Scout derby car kit (Grand Prix Car Kit #17006), which includes block, wheels and axles 

the pack supplied are to be used.     
 Additional kits and/or body blocks, wheels, and/or axles are limited to official replacements of the exact type 

included with the kit.  
 Purchased pre-cut car chassis are not permitted. 
 Wheel bearings, springs, washers and bushings are not allowed.  The car must have four wheels. 
 Wheels and axles must adhere to the additional rules provided in Annex 2. 
 The car must not have been used in any previous Scouting Year’s race(s). 
 Replacement parts may be sought from the organizers if required. 
 Cars must be propelled only by gravity, with no starting device or propulsion. 
 Mercury cannot be used to add weight, as it is a health hazard.  Be careful if using lead weights. 
 Sanding the wheel surface is allowed, but tapering/grooving to change the amount of wheel/track contact, or 

wheel/car body contact is not allowed. 
 Axles may be polished, and burrs removed. 
 Only dry powdered lubricants, such as graphite, may be used; no oils or silicone sprays. Lubricant must be 

applied prior to weigh-in.  No lubrication will be permitted after inspection. 
 Detailing, such as steering wheels, driver, painting, decals, etc. are encouraged, so long as the dimension rules 

below are followed.  Prizes are awarded for design as well as speed! 

Dimensions 
 Maximum overall width (including wheel and axles) is 23/4 inches. 
 Maximum overall length is 7 inches. 
 Maximum overall height is 51/2 inches above the track, to clear the timer gate. 
 Minimum width of the front center of the car is 3/4 inch, to rest properly on the starting pin.  The track utilizes a 

“Pin-Style” starting gate so the front-center of the car must be wide enough to evenly rest on the starting pin. 
 Minimum width between the wheels is 13/4 inches, to accommodate the center track guide. 
 Minimum clearance between car body and track is 3/8 inch, to clear the center track guide. 
 If one wheel does not touch the track, it must be no greater than 1/8 inch away. 
 There is no restriction on wheelbase (distance between front and rear wheel touch points) other than the rules 

stated above. 
 Maximum weight is 5.0 ounces.   
 While there is no minimal weight, light cars (under 3 ounces) may experience difficulty completing the race. 
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Check-In 
 You must bring the completed car to the check-in event, and leave it there with race officials.  Race officials will 

secure all cars and bring them to Race Day.  No access to cars will be permitted after check-in. 
 You must bring your registration sheet to check-in. 
 The car must be completely "race ready" at the check-in event, including lubrication.  Cars with wet paint or glue 

will not be accepted.  
 All material, preparation, and dimension rules will be checked.  If there is disagreement about whether a car 

conforms to the rules, the matter can be brought to the Race Commissioner for adjudication.  The initial judgment 
of those checking in the cars will not be overturned lightly.  Race Commissioner's judgment is final. 

 Volunteers will be available at the check-in event for limited assistance in the event that a car needs to be modified 
to conform to the rules.  However, there is very limited time.  Please check all the dimensions well in advance of 
the check-in event to avoid surprises! 

Race Day 
 Please wear Class A uniform on race day, and arrive 15 minutes before your rank’s scheduled time. 
 Scouts and spectators must remain away from the cars and track. Only race officials may handle cars before and 

during the races.  Cars may not be lubricated on race day.   
 The race software randomly sets up heats, setting it up so each car will race once in each lane.   The number of 

heats is based on the number of scouts competing.  It is likely that your car might have a few non-racing heats 
after its first race. 

 The heat schedules, car times and order of finish generated by the race software and finish gate are final, unless 
overruled by the Race Commissioner. 

 If one car interferes with another, the results will be discarded and the heat will be rerun using the same lane 
assignments.  If a car interferes with another car a second time, it will be disqualified from the heat, and the heat 
will be rerun without it. 

 The track utilizes a “Pin-Style” starting gate so the front-center of the car must be wide enough to evenly rest on 
the starting pin (minimum of ¾ inches wide at the center of the car). The “Scoring Beam” is also centered so 
portions of the car that protrude in front of the pin will not affect the scoring of the race or give the car any 
advantage. 

 If a car becomes inoperable, the Race Commissioner may allow the participant up to five minutes to repair the car 
back to its original design.  This repair will be supervised, to ensure that no lubricant is added, and no design 
changes are implemented.  The repaired car can race in subsequent races. 

 Cars will be returned to you after the final race for your rank. 

Awards 
 Speed awards:  Trophies will be awarded for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place finishers for the pack, and 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place 

finishers in each rank; medals will be awarded for 1st and 2nd place finishers for each den. 
 Design awards:  Plaques will be awarded for the top car from each rank judged in each of these categories: 

Funniest, Best Scout Theme, Most Original.  Have some fun! 
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 Annex 2.  Examples of Disqualifying Wheel Modifications 
 

 
 

1) The outer wheel surface (tread area only) may be LIGHTLY sanded, shaved, or polished to remove 
minor surface imperfections and mold casting burrs. Outer wheel surface must not be reshaped or 
have the contour changed in any way in an attempt to minimize tread contact or alter aerodynamics. 
Tread surface must be flat and parallel to the wheel bore.  Examples of disqualifying wheel 
modifications are shown above. 

2) Wheels with ANY flex to the tread or sidewall when squeezed or twisted in inspection will not pass. 
3) Wheels may not be reversed (hub facing away from the car body). 
4) Coning the wheel hubs and truing the inside tread edge is allowed, as long as overall wheel width is 

not reduced below 0.36 inches (9.14 mm). 
5) There are after-market modified wheels available that have been LIGHTENED. This is usually done 

by turning the wheels on a lathe and removing material from the inside of the wheel. These wheels 
are NOT allowed and can be EASILY RECOGNIZED at inspection. 

6) Non BSA wheels are not permitted.  Cars with third-party manufactured or modified wheels will not 
be permitted to race.  Wheels determined by the Inspectors to be out of compliance must be replaced 
with official BSA wheels in order for the car to compete. 

7) Determinations of compliance with the rules and regulations are made solely by the Inspectors before, 
during, or after the race occurs. 


